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Executive  
Summary

Challenges for governments  
in a fast-changing world
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We are living in times of seismic change for 
governments and public agencies everywhere.  
The pace of technological progress is accelerating  
as the pressures on service delivery intensify.

What challenges are governments facing when 
optimizing digital services for citizens in  
the public sector?

Digital has transformed our everyday lives and 
as citizens, we expect the same kind of digital 
experience from the public sector as we get 
from commercial companies. At the same time, 
governments face the challenge of delivering their 
policy objectives with ongoing cost constraints and 
complex demands on service delivery.

The governments Atos works with have realized 
that it’s not enough just to do the same things 
better or more efficiently. What is needed is a 
paradigm shift away from simply digitizing existing 
public services towards more citizen-centric 
services. Cloud is an essential enabler for making 
this possible.

Governments and public agencies face complex 
challenges to deliver continuity of service in the 
face of fast technological change and operational 
pressures.

As global citizens, we use digital services that 
make life easier in all other aspects of our lives and 
we expect our governments to catch up – or risk 
becoming increasingly irrelevant in the digital age.

Without digital transformation, governments risk 
not being able to deliver the outcomes they need 
and will fall further behind other sectors. 

By exploiting cloud technology, #AtosGovCloud 
helps governments to: 

• deliver optimized public services in a better, 
faster, cheaper and more resilient way, 

• adhere more easily to local legislation around 
data sovereignty and keep personal data secure,

• make life easier for citizens,

• become more agile, free to innovate and ready 
for the future,

• maintain relevance in the digital era.

But the story of cloud is not so much about 
technology as about why governments decide to 
make the move and the digital leadership needed 
to achieve it. Hearing accounts and learning lessons 
from institutions around the world is one way to 
help navigate the digital journey.

The challenge is how to shift from just moving 
existing services online to delivering new citizen-
centric services in an agile way.

Two things are certain: the need for change is 
urgent and cloud adoption will be the biggest 
enabler.

Delivering continuity  
of services with  

ongoing constraints  
and pressures

Catching up with  
other sectors to meet 
citizens’ expectations

Preparing for  
the next waves of 

tecnological change

Delivering secure, 
compliant and agile 
services that meet 

citizens’ needs

4 Challenges for Governments 
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Moving to cloud as  
the engine for transformation 

Old-style delivery and ways of working are already 
serious barriers to reaching today’s hyper-
connected citizens.

Cloud is the technology ‘engine’ that organizations 
need to power smooth, efficient, effective, resilient 
digital public services. 

For any public agency, ‘doing much more for 
less’ is a requirement. With cloud, governments 
and institutions can be more efficient, optimized, 
streamlined and lean.

And there are other important benefits: more 
freedom to innovate and change without the worry 
that IT will be a constraint.

Canopy Hybrid Cloud 
Through our Canopy Hybrid Cloud Portfolio, Atos 
helps Governments deliver better, faster, safer and 
lower-cost public services that:

• make life easier for the citizen

• adhere more easily to local legislation around 
data sovereignty and provide reassurance 
around the security of personal data

• are future-proof, with elasticity and agility built-in

• maintain relevance in the hyper-connected world
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While the reasons 
for moving to cloud 
may be similar, every 
government has its own 
timeframes, objectives, 
priorities and choices.
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State Government Department 
of Information Resource is 
responsible for delivering 
consolidated IT services for the 
rest of the Texan Government.

Drivers and priorities

• with services already 
outsourced, there was a need 
to implement consistent 
and secure cloud services 
procurement framework

Approach

• a hybrid cloud solution with 
one cloud orchestrator

• different government agencies 
can each efficiently procure 
what they need from a 
selection of cloud providers on 
a pay-per-use flexible basis

UK Government outsources all 
its IT services.

Drivers and priorities

• 2008 financial crisis 
drove need for change 
and openness to provide 
information to citizens while 
making austerity savings

• cloud-first approach for 
cheaper, quicker services  
and a more standardized 
digital landscape

• put citizens back in control

Approach

• single government portal  
for citizens

• G-Cloud Digital Marketplace 
using catalog for central 
procurement

• adoption of public, private  
and hybrid cloud models  
as appropriate

• investment in cyber defence 
and security

The Dutch Government operates 
all its IT services in-house.

Drivers and priorities

• strengthen digital public 
services by 2017 and with 
ongoing austerity

• be a more cost-effective,  
transparent government

• improve citizens’ experience 
while acting as one  
central body

Approach

• a privately owned, dedicated 
on-premise Government  
cloud delivering services for 
all departments

Cloud stories  
from around the world 

Cloud stories  
from around the world 

With around 7.2 million residents 
in 1,104 km, Hong Kong is 
the world’s fourth most densely 
populated country or territory.

Drivers and priorities 

• more agile and effective 
delivery of e-government 
services meeting high, 
dynamic public demand

• generate economies of scale 
and drive costs down 

Approach 

• GovCloud, a private cloud 
infrastructure for hosting 
e-government services  

• shared use by bureaus  
and departments

• core infrastructure and shared 
pool of computing resources  
to deliver savings, and agility in 
delivering e-services

Government  
of Hong Kong

Texas  
Government

UK 
Government

Government  
of the  
Netherlands

The university is based in Perth, 
Western Australia – one of the 
remotest cities in the world.

Drivers and priorities

• generate savings

• change to attract new 
students and compete  
longer term

Approach

• to move the University’s entire 
IT infrastructure out of its own 
datacenters into the cloud 
over three years

• ECU’s entire IT infrastructure 
to a new secure managed 
hybrid (multi-tenant) cloud 
environment

• cloud hosted in Perth to meet 
data sovereignty requirements

Western Australian Government 
is responsible for 50% of 
Australian territory.

Drivers and priorities

• embrace more technology  
to be competitive on the  
world stage

• boost the economy and make 
life better for the people  
of Australia 

Approach

• went out to the cloud services 
market through its GovNext 
Program

• under GovNext, every 
government agency can buy 
cloud services from a choice 
of three third-party vendors

Western 
Australian 
Government

Edith  
Cowan 
University

Here are six stand-out examples from governments Atos has worked with around the world  
and how they made cloud happen.



Singapore is often seen as one 
of the world’s easiest place to do 
business.

Drivers and priorities

• vision to be the world’s first 
Smart Nation

• transform public sector 
workplace and capabilities

Approach

• a multi-prong approach to 
cloud computing

• leverage commercially-
available public cloud offerings 

• implement a private 
government cloud (Central 
G-Cloud) for whole-of-
government use where 
security and governance 
requirements cannot be met 
by public clouds

New Zealand lies over 1,000 
miles southeast of Australia, its 
nearest neighbor.

Drivers and priorities

• given its remote location, there 
is a strong need for mobility

• collaboration, decreased 
deployment (agility), 
improved security, improved 
performance, cost savings

Approach

• agencies developed a plan 
for how they will use public 
cloud services, with a focus 
on exploiting public cloud 
services to drive digital 
transformation

Estonia is often considered the 
most advanced digital society in 
the world.

Drivers and priorities

• establish a ‘country-as-a-
service’ philosophy

• geopolitical and historical facts 
that increase the need for 
more intensive security

Approach

• cloud solutions on  
Estonian territory

• public cloud services  
provided by major 
multinational corporations 

• a Data Embassy network, 
comprising server rooms 
physically constructed in 
Estonia’s foreign embassies 
and server resources hosted in 
datacenters of states friendly 
to Estonia
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Cloud stories  
from around the world 

Estonia Singapore New Zealand

Here are three more front-runners who made the move to cloud to create innovative, citizen-centered 
public services to help make the world a better place.
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Lessons learned by government  
and public agencies

Atos: a leader  
in cloud enablement

While cloud may be the destination, making the leap 
and navigating the journey can be challenging.

Look  
after your data

Consider a mix  
of cloud services and vendors

Cloud is the beginning,  
not the end

Orchestration of data about citizens needs to be transparent. 
Establish clear boundaries between who is the data owner and who is the data processor. 
Effective data classification is vital to ensure the data is appropriately held and protected.

You might need a mix of cloud services and providers to give you the right levels of security  
and cost-efficiency. 
Consider a blend of public cloud infrastructure and dedicated private cloud services – all orchestrated 
around what you need.

The move to cloud is the start of a new digital journey. 
With big data and supercomputing, the Internet of Things, robotics and machine learning now 
mainstream, cloud is the platform for vital innovation. 
Being future-proof does not mean knowing exactly what the future will hold: it means having enough 
agility and elasticity to adapt.

The shift to the cloud and third-party providers can bring questions about control, visibility  
and data protection – especially if an outsourced model is not the norm.  
Here are three lessons our clients have learned.

3.300+ Global player

20-30% Atos

Powerful

Cloud experts €700m annual revenue

Cost savings in  
12 months

Named leader in cloud by 
leading industry analysts

Cloud ecosystemDeployed one of  
the world’s largest 
Hybrid Cloud

Hybrid Cloud
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Contact:  
Kay Hooghoudt  
Global Head Digital Transformation & Cloud 
Adoption, Public Markets 
kay.hooghoudt@atos.net

Atos is a global leader in digital transformation 
with approximately 100,000 employees in 
72 countries and annual revenue of around 
€ 12 billion. The European number one in 
Big Data, Cybersecurity, High Performance 
Computing and Digital Workplace, The Group 
provides Cloud services, Infrastructure & 
Data Management, Business & Platform 
solutions, as well as transactional services 
through Worldline, the European leader 
in the payment industry. With its cutting-
edge technologies, digital expertise and 
industry knowledge, Atos supports the 
digital transformation of its clients across 
various business sectors: Defense, Financial 
Services, Health, Manufacturing, Media, 
Energy & Utilities, Public sector, Retail, 
Telecommunications and Transportation. 
The Group is the Worldwide Information 
Technology Partner for the Olympic & 
Paralympic Games and operates under the 
brands Atos, Atos Consulting, Atos Worldgrid, 
Bull, Canopy, Unify and Worldline. Atos SE 
(Societas Europaea) is listed on the CAC40 
Paris stock index. 
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For more information,  
visit atos.net 
 
visit our cloud web page:  
atos.net/solutions/ 
atos-canopy-orchestrated-hybrid-cloud 
 
visit our government web page:  
atos.net/industries/central-government 
 
visit our Ascent blog:  
ascent.atos.net/category/blog


